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New Podcast Helps Accounting Pros
Become Future-Ready
The Maryland Association of CPAs and the Business Learning Institute have
launched a weekly podcast as part of their continuing bid to make accounting and
�nance professionals more future-ready.
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The Maryland Association of CPAs and the Business Learning Institute have
launched a weekly podcast as part of their continuing bid to make accounting and
�nance professionals more future-ready.

Titled “Future-Proof: A Podcast for Tomorrow’s Accounting and Finance Pros,” the
show is hosted by MACPA / BLI Chief Communication Of�cer Bill Sheridan and will
feature interviews with some of the world’s most forward-thinking futurists and
thought leaders. They’ll offer updates on the latest trends to watch and, perhaps
most important, answers to the question: How can this profession become future-
ready?

“We’re on a mission,” Sheridan said. “For the past few years, (MACPA / BLI Executive
Director) Tom Hood and I and the rest of the BLI’s team of future-focused thought
leaders have been crossing the country, one speaking engagement at a time, in a bid
to help accounting and �nance professionals prepare for what’s ahead — to become
future-ready. This podcast is the latest weapon in our profession’s future-ready
arsenal.”

Curious about advances in technology? Increasing regulation and legislation?
Demographic shifts? The workplace of the future? The skills you need to remain
relevant? So is Sheridan and the rest of the MACPA / BLI team, and their podcast will
cover all of those trends and more.

The podcast is available on iTunes, Spotify, Google Play, Stitcher, and pretty much
anywhere else that podcasts are available. New editions will also be available on the
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/future-proof-podcast-for-tomorrows-accounting-finance/id1370422862
https://open.spotify.com/show/6vdCLjDKjJ5il27nrVYJdO?si=405o8CToROiEyeLi9QDZ8A
https://play.google.com/music/listen#/ps/Ifc2k6cqi2qqufhfnr2t7il3day
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/music-evo-review/future-proof-a-podcast-for-tomorrows-accounting-finance?refid=stpr
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BLI’s blog and on BLI website.

This brief trailer will tell you a little more about the podcast.

The Business Learning Institute is the leading talent-development organization for
CPAs, �nance, and accounting professionals in the United States. It provides
customized, competency-based curriculums and a portfolio of “success skills” and
technical programs designed for the �nance and accounting profession. Founded in
1999 by the Maryland Association of CPAs, the BLI is an innovation and learning
center that facilitates the development and sharing of competencies and strategic
knowledge required for leadership in today’s rapidly changing business
environment. For more information, visit http://www.BLIonline.org.

The Maryland Association of CPAs exists to help CPAs connect with each other in
strategic ways, to protect our members’ interests, and to help them achieve greater
success. We provide the resources and services that CPAs need to excel in their
profession. Since 1901, the MACPA has been a national leader in the CPA profession.
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